[Cytogenetic and molecular aspects of Ph-positive leukemia].
Cytogenetic and molecular aspects of Ph-positive leukemia are described in comparison with those of Ph-positive CML. Chromosomal characteristics of Ph+AL are; 1) mixture of a normal karyotype at diagnosis, 2) frequent combination with +Ph, +21, +6, +8, or -7, 3) recovery of a normal karyotype at remission. Additional chromosome changes at myeloid blast crisis (BC) of CML are characterized by +Ph, i(17q), +8, or +19. Meanwhile, lymphoid BC exhibits +Ph, +21, but not i(17q) or +19. There seems no cytogenetic difference between Ph+AL and lymphoid BC of CML, but i(17q) may be specific for CML BC. Eight patients with Ph+AL were studied with pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) to examine the break site within ABL and BCR genes. One case had a M-BCR rearrangement and the remainder a rearrangement upstream of M-BCR. Minor-BCR rearrangement occurs seldom in CML but is detected in approximately a half of the reported cases of Ph+AL. ABL was rearranged within 1st or 2nd intron in all 8 cases. ABL breakpoints appear randomly distributed between exons 1b and 2 in both Ph+AL and CML.